Chapter: 3148
NEVER LATE, NEVER AWAY

Director Qin is worthy of being a veteran director. He is very unique in
watching dramas, and at a glance he points out a place that An Ning
has not found.
Princess Minmin’s stubbornness at this time is still the coquettish
attitude of her little daughter, so she still has a little bit of coquettish
surprise in her relationship.
Because of the hatred in her previous life, An Ning did not interpret
this feeling very well.
“Thank you Director Qin.” An Ning agreed with Director Qin’s
opinion. Before he said a word, a cold wind blew over. An Ning
subconsciously tightened his clothes, but heard Director Qin cough
violently.
“Cough cough…” One after another, the filming tasks are relatively
tight these days, and even Director Qin can’t bear it. He seems to have
coughed a few days ago, but An Ning didn’t know that Director Qin
coughed so badly.
“Director Qin, are you alright?” An Ning asked with concern, it didn’t
seem to be very good.
“It’s alright, I forgot to bring my cough medicine today.” Director Qin
waved his hand to signal An Ning not to care, and then pointed to a
part of the script and began to say, “If you see this place, you should
strengthen your emotions, ahem… …”
“Cough, cough…” After a cough passed, Director Qin’s cheeks were
flushed, and there was even a breathless rhythm.
Seeing this, An Ning was really worried, so she said, “Director Qin,
why don’t I buy some cough medicine for you, I just don’t have a show
today.”
Probably because the cough was too severe to endure, Director Qin
nodded.
An Ning knew that there were several pharmacies near the filming
base, so she went back to pick up the bag, and just about to buy
medicine, she met Lin Yanyan who was coming over to film the scene
unhurriedly.
I don’t know if Zeng Yuan is tired of playing or what, but Lin Yanyan’s
role in scenes has gradually decreased in the past few days, so seeing
An Ning, Lin Yanyan couldn’t help but sarcastically said, “I said why
some people come to the filming base to stay even when they have no
drama. It turned out to be in a hurry to prepare to send it up.”
Lin Yanyan’s words seemed to imply that An Ning had already had an
affair with Director Qin, but she still pretended to be aloof.
If you say that An Ning himself is fine, Lin Yanyan’s mouth is very
vicious, and she also brought Director Qin with him.
No one in the crew knew that Lin Yanyan and Zeng Yuan had hooked
up a long time ago, so they saw An Ning saying, “I’m in a hurry to
send it up? I don’t know who is flattering, they all went to bed.” Then
she looked at Lin Yanyan lightly. at a glance.
“An Ning, stop for me! Make it clear, what do you mean by that?”
After all, she is a female artist, and everyone knows it well. Lin Yanyan
looked at the people next to her, and even felt that the way others
looked at her had changed, so how could she let An Ning go.
“What do you mean? Don’t you know it best yourself ?” An Ning was
not in a hurry, Lin Yanyan didn’t think about her reputation when she
slandered her in front of others just now.
“you you……”
Lin Yanyan held back for a while, but didn’t know how to scold back.
An Ning took another look at Lin Yanyan, who was so angry with her
teeth and claws, and then walked straight towards the pharmacy.
After entering the pharmacy to buy medicine, An Ning was about to
go back, but when he was crossing the road, a black car suddenly drove
in front of him. Because the space inside the filming base was closed,
most actors would not drive in, and An Ning was completely absent. I
thought there would be a car in the shooting base.
So when An Ning found out, the car was already in front of him, and
there were dazzling lights flashing in front of him. An Ning
subconsciously avoided, but he didn’t expect to slap his foot directly,
and the whole person fell to the ground, and the cold medicine was
scattered on the ground.
Fortunately, the driver of the sedan had an extremely fast reaction
speed, and the speed was not high, so he stopped just a foot away from
An Ning.
Soon, a man in a suit got off the car and walked over to An Ning to
check the situation. He was relieved to see that he didn’t bump into
anyone, and then lifted An Ning up and asked, “Miss, are you alright?”

